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SCANDINAVIAN STUDIES, NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE 

D. M. Mennie 

I 

The Scandinavian section of the Department 

of fe-man andlscandinaVian Studies has at present 

135 ttl.'ients preparing for degree examinations in 

a midernscandinavian language (Danish, Norwegian, 

or lwedist). Of these 2 are postgraduates (one 

wor~ing for an M.A. in Norwegian and one for an 

M. Li!tt in Swe :1ish) , 59 are Honours Scandinavian 

students (8 in 9anish, 23 in Norwegian, 2 in German 

and Norwegian, ~\d 26 in Swedish) and 74 are students 

read~ng a Scandinavian language as a'subject for the 
i 

Degree of B.A. with Honours or as a subject 

subsadiary to Honours German or Honours French (16 

h, 23 Norwegian and 35 Swedish). Of the 

rs Scandinavian students the 11 in their third 

year\are attending Scandinavian Universities or Folk 

High Schools. \ 

In additi~n to this, 12 students are studying 

a sclndinavian language or a Scandinavian literature 

as aJ integral part of an Honours Course in German. 

\The numbers of students applying to the Depart

n:ent ito read for Honours has again risen this year; 

the recently introduced Joint Honours Courses in 

\ 

11 

German and Danish, German and Norwegian, and IGerman 

and Swedish are proving almost as popular to ~ppli

cants as the older Single Honours Courses in Scan

dinavian Studies. Swedish remains the favourite 

language of study. The appeal of Danish is sur

prisingly restricted, but the fact that Oenma~k 

like Britain has joined EEC will possibly :!.nctease . I 
the popularity of the language. I 

Our undergraduate courses lay great stre:'[s on 

language-learning; they must, as all but a halelfUl 

of students come up with no knowledJe of 'their' 
I 

language. Geography, History and ~nstitutions 

especially History - play a considerable 

all Honours Courses - Single and Joint  side 

Literature written in the chosen language. 

Honours Scandinavian students read in additiorl to 
\ 

this basic work Old Icelandic and the history of 

their chosen language with the medieval literature 

written in it and often study aspects of the modern 

literature of a second or third Scandinavian cpuntry. 
I 

There are two 'projects' going on in the pep

artment. Mrs. Lillemor O'Callaghan, Lecturer\ in 

Swedish, heads the British Committee which is col

laborating with colleagues in Sweden in the prbduct

ion of the DES-sponsored 'Intermediate Course In 
I 

Swedish'. Miss Gladys Hird, Lectur~r in Swed~sh, 
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has over the last four years worked out with her 

elementary classes a Swedish Grammar-Reader for 

University Beginners which is now in its defin

itive (stencilled) form and which is proving more 

su,table for our purposes than the published text

books. 1 
The Uni ersity of Newcastle is engaged at 

sent in choosing a Professor of Scandinavian 

St1dies who will take over the Scandinavian respon

siiilities that have been mine since the Department 

came into being under its present name in 1946. 

I In addition to the new Professor the Scandin
I 

a ...ian Section looks like having as teaching staff 
I 

fr0m October 1973: a lecturer in Danlsh, a lecturer 

in;Ncrwegian, two lecturers in Swedish, a lecturer 

in Gel·"1.an and Swedish whose main work is in the 

German ~'ection, a Norwegian lector and three lan

guage-ass;.stants distributed in accordance with 
i 

the varying. demand for the three languages. 
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SCANDINAVIAN STUDIES AT ABERDEEN 
I 

UNIVERSITY 
i 

Irene Scobbie 

The Department of Swedish (which from October 

1973 will be styled The Department of Scandinavian 

Studies) at Aberdeen University began modestly short

ly after World War II and by 1950 was offering 
I 

Ordinary M.A~ degree courses in Swedish language 
I 

and literature. It is now possible to take SW1diSh 

as part of an Ordinary degree course at bO'~::h Ordinary 
I 

and Advanced level. These courses aim at goi.virig
I 

students a sound knowledge of modern spoken and 

wri tten Swedish and of Swedish literature and c,nture 

of the 19th and 20th centuries. Therj are als 

Honours courses in "Swedish Studies" comprising 

history and structure of the scandinavlan languages; 

Old Icelandic; Swedish literature from runic s~ones 
to the present day and Norwegian and Danish literature 

from 1800. In addition there are joint Honours 

courses in English-Swedish; German-Swedish.; French

Swedish and - as from 1973 - Swedish-Politics and 

Swedish-International Relations. There are alqo 

non-graduating elementary courses in Norwegian Jnd 
I 

Swedish for beginners. I 
There are four members of staff: Miss I. Scobbie, 

i 
M.A., Senior Lecturer and Head of Department, wno 

specialises in modern Swedish literature; Mr. P.I A. 
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